
ANALOGY 



01. Select t he combination of letters t hat, when sequentially places in the

gaps of the given letter series will complete t he series.

L_ _ R _ V _ N P _ _ V _ _ P R T _

1. PLTPRNLPV

2. NPT LNTPNV

3. NPT LRT LNV

4. PRT LRT LVR



2. Z and Y are daughters of Q. Y is married t o P. P has two sons, L and M.

X is the husband of Q.    

How is X related t o M?

1. Grandfather

2. Father-in-law

3. Father

4. Brother



Q.(4) Sonu walks 6 km in the west then he turns to his right and
moves 8 km then he turns to his left and moves 9 km then turns to
right and moves 12 km. Now in which direction is he from his
starting point and how far ?

(A) 15 NE (B) 35 NE

(C) 25 NW (D) 45 SE



• Which of the following interchange of whole numbers before the = 
sign

• would make the given equation correct ?

• 9 × 10 ÷ 2 + 8 – 6 = 21

• 1. 9 and 8

• 2. 2 and 6

• 3. 10 and 6

• 4. 9 and 2



Which of the following options will replace the question mark (?) 

in

the given letter series?

Z, C, F, I, L, ? , R

1. M

2. O

3. N

4. P



Three of the following f our words are alike in a certain way and one

is different. Pick the odd one out.

1. Bajara

2. Musturd

3. Rice
4. Wheat



Three of the given words are alike in a certain way and are similar. 

Select

the correct word.

1. TWITTER (Twitter)

2. INSTAGRAM (INTAM)

3. FACEBOOK (Facebook)
4. GOOGLE (Google)



Q.(7) One evening Mayank started walking straight walked 3 kms.
turned right walked 4 kms. then turned left walked 6 kms. again
turned left and walked for 2 kms. If the shadow of Mayank is at his
right side. Then in which direction he started walking ?

(A) North (B) East

(C) South (D) West



Q.4 Find number of triangle in figure?

(A) 20 (B) 24

(C) 21 (D) 23 1    2   3  4    5     6



Q.6 Find number of triangle in figure?

(A) 22 (B) 28

(C) 16 (D) 32



Q.1. In the following question, select the word which cannot 
be formed using the letters of the given word.

MACHINERY

(1) NEAR

(2) MICE

(3) MIND

(4) HAIRY



Q.2. From the given alternative words select the one which can not be 
formed using the letters of the given word
ENCYCLOPEDIA

(1) CYCLE

(2) PENCIL

(3) YOKE

(4) DIAL



Q.13. Arrange the following words as per order in the dictionary.

1. Request 2. Revenge 3. Refresh 4. Retried

(1) 4132

(2) 3142

(3) 2143

(4) 1234



Q.17. Arrange the given words in alphabetical order and choose the one that comes in middle.

(1) Suspend (2) Suspension (3) Suspense (4) Suspect (5) Suspensory

(1) Suspect

(2) Suspense

(3) Suspension

(4) Suspensory



Q.3: Two positions of dice are shown. What will appear on 

the opposite to the face containing     ?

(A) @ (B) %
(C) $ (D) CND #

*

@

+
%

*



Q.15: The figure given on the left hand side in each of the following questions is folded to form a 

box. Choose from the alternatives (1), (2), (3) and (4) the boxes that is similar to the box formed.

(A) 1, 2 and 3 only (B) 2 and 4 only 

(C) 2 and 1 only (D) only 4
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